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EXECUTIVE BIOGRAPHY
Sharpening Operational Performance, Driving Global Standardization,
and Curbing Costs as Executive Business Partner Focused on Long-Term Viability
A recognized technology leader known for crafting the requisite strategic vision to achieve business
goals, Corinne Wells offers a unique blend of executive acumen, global team-building, and IT
solutions development credited with strong ROI and operational improvement at Amazon Steel. As
Chief Information Officer and Vice President of Administration, Corinne has built a responsive IT
organization that consistently delivers results by aligning technology initiatives with business goals,
with substantial improvement to service delivery, standardization, and business/systems performance.
With a reputation for judicious use of resources—and resulting cost containment—Corinne’s work has
been instrumental in providing Amazon Steel with leading Internet, database, and management
reporting capabilities critical to the success of production systems and company performance. In
addition, she has effectively raised IT’s visibility within the organization by bringing technology
decisions and issues to the forefront of crucial Executive Committee discussions.
At Amazon Steel, one of Corinne’s most significant achievements was the global enterprise rollout of
an Oracle E-Business Suite solution that resolved supply chain needs, replaced outdated applications
requiring extensive rework, and created a fully integrated system capable of supporting a “onecustomer” approach with multiple-language requirements.
With a focus on strategic solutions analysis to further business goals, she also shepherded cost
accounting improvements that brought a new perspective on the relative success of business
management practices and capital expenditures—achieving first-time accuracy in maintenance and
tool cost figures. Leading a massive centralization effort, she also moved the company from internally
managed IT services to outsourcing relationships, with improved systems performance and a
minimum cost savings of 20%.
While serving as Senior Vice President of Distribution/Supply Chain and Chief Information Officer
with Graham Communications, Corinne facilitated a high rate of business expansion, recruiting during
a period of industry talent shortages and taking a key role in 13 company acquisitions. Her work in
centralizing and standardizing systems produced stable, highly available support to 1,400 users.
Corinne’s career includes leadership roles at Northwestern Wire & Cable, where she was recruited as a
partner to handle capital expenditures, inventory and supply chain analysis, and systems upgrades as
Vice President and General Manager. At Arthur Andersen, she rose through positions including
applications development, DBA, and process design to take the role of Senior Manager, where she led
complex systems implementation and applications development projects for prominent accounts.
Corinne holds a Bachelor of Science in Management Information Systems from Marshall University in
Cleveland, Ohio, and maintains active membership in the CIO Technology Executive Network, the
Working Council of CIOs, and the National Oracle Users Group.

